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Abstract—A straightforward and intuitive combination of single simulations into an aggregated master-simulation is not trivial. There are lots of problems, which trigger-specific difficulties during the modeling and execution of such a simulation.

In this paper we identify these problems and aim to solve them by mapping the task to the field of multi agent systems. The solution is a new meta-model named AGENTMAP, which is able to mitigate most of the problems and to support intuitive modeling at the same time. This meta-model will be introduced and explained on basis of an example from the e-commerce domain.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the context of the SimPrognos research project\textsuperscript{1} funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research an integrative framework for the multi-dimensional modeling, simulation and forecast of e-commerce functional chains was needed. In doing so, existing different simulations, named sub simulations, had to be aggregated within the e-commerce domain to achieve the targeted and aggregated master-simulation.

E-commerce companies practice business in the internet. This contains nearly all processes of the ordinary business trade. For example, a typical process in e-commerce is the visitor-sided cycle of buying in an online shop (see figure 1).
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\caption{Schematically presentation of the visitor-sided cycle of buying in an online shop}
\end{figure}

In the process every internet user may visit a homepage (the online shop) and take a look at the products offered. If the visitor likes a product, then he puts it in his personal, virtual shopping cart. After taking the decision to buy the products in his shopping cart, the visitor becomes a customer and his personal profile including his address and the total sum of payments for the shopping cart will be weighted in the so called scoring process. Based on the score of the weighting process the online shop decides which payment methods will be offered to the customer. At the end, the customer chooses one payment method. Now he can leave the online shop or he takes a look at other products offered. The visitor, respectively customer, is able to leave the online shop at every time. The process, as discussed here, is based on the example in [1].

The consequences and side effects when changing such a process (e.g. the addition of new products, or payment methods, or something else) are not trivial. Therefore, it is essential to simulate the process and its modifications, simply to be able to understand all consequences and side-effects. In general, such a simulation is a replication of the behavior and the structure of the real-world system into a computer model [2].

To reduce the complexity of the simulation and to leverage on existing partial solutions, we will subdivide the (master-)simulation into sub processes. One sub process will then be simulated as a stand-alone simulation and embodies, in dependendency to the other sub processes, (see figure 2) one step of the integrated model. This makes it, however, necessary to create a conceptual model which supports the guided combination of individual, non-aggregated simulations.

Processes in the e-commerce domain (and so their simulation) are not free of social aspects, because it is the customer who decides on the success or flop of an online shop. Thus, agent-based simulations fit this type of simulation best, simply by building on the agent paradigm with its highly autonomous entities and their emerging interaction patterns [3]. This argument is supported by the fact that the agent paradigm is not only a computer science research area, but also well established in sociology, biology, and ecology [4].

As agents are a fairly young research domain and the variety of application areas they have entered is impressive,
there is not a general and consistent definition of agents and their environment [5]. This holds especially for agent-based simulations. Even though the literature contains many definitions (for example [6]–[11]), none of them is conclusive in the context of simulations. We call this the Definition Problem.

Furthermore there is a multiplicity of communication languages in different multi agent systems and, as a result, also in agent-based simulations, as explained in [12]. KQML [13] of Labrou and Finin and FIPA ACL [14] of the Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents are prominent examples, but agent communication is also possible with a light-weight message based protocol [15]. This problem of heterogeneity of communication languages causes trouble during the combination of two individual, agent-based simulations [16]. Also explained in [16] the inhomogeneity of the implementation languages and agent architectures is an additional problem to the reusability of agent systems.

In the context of this paper the problem of heterogeneity in communication and implementation languages will be named Language Problem.

Because of the Language Problem the communication between different multi agent systems remains undefined. So it is difficult to determine which agents are able to communicate with each other, to handle restrictions, and to structure the interactions between agents to reduce the complexity of the resulting system. In the context of this paper, the difficulty to restrict interactions in multi agent systems in a useful way will be named Restriction Problem.

The complexity of combined multi agent systems without a solution of the Restriction Problem would result in a high work load to handle the system. A theoretical solution would be the reimplementation of all involved multi agent systems, based on a unified paradigm. However, this is impractical and, in addition, complexity would grow further if one of the involved subsystems has to accommodate to a necessary change. So the concept has to be redesigned from scratch. The purpose is to minimize the complexity involved in the combination of multiple agent systems. We call this the Complexity Problem.

If agent systems are to be combined directly, there would have to be a specific mapping between the input and output parameters of all involved systems. In addition, as opposed to workflow languages, the inputs and outputs of multi agent systems are produced on a continuous basis, not in discrete steps. Thus, we suggest handling the mapping during the combination of the systems, so to speak in advance. In this paper the corresponding difficulty will be named Integration Problem.

To integrate systems, it is a common approach to describe them on an abstract layer (a meta-model). It is then possible to generate tools which support the automatic and easy integration of all sub systems. In the best case, an instance of the model will be able to be executed or transformed directly to code, while the meta-level remains to be geared to human cognitive understanding.

The Agent/Role/Group model of Ferber and Gutknecht (see [16]–[18]) as well as the model of dynamic role assignment by Odell et al. [19] were chosen by our team as the starting point for such an abstract (meta-)model. They form the basis for our concept of a new meta-model named AGENTMAP. This will be presented in the next section II, forming the core of our paper. Section III shows the application of the AGENTMAP model to simulations. This will be followed by the state of the art in section IV. We finish with a conclusion and a short outlook (section V).

II. THE AGENTMAP META-MODEL

The AGENTMAP meta-model is based on the Advanced Agent/Group/Role meta-model defined in the technical report [20] in more detail.

The AGENTMAP meta-model consists of four major concepts, the agent, the group, the role and the agent map. The interrelation of these concepts is illustrated in figure 3. Every concept abstracts another aspect of a scenario and helps to model intuitively. The aspect of active and interacting objects in a scenario will be implemented with the concept of the agent.

Definition 1 (Agent): An agent in the AGENTMAP model is an active entity that is only able to communicate [18]. It plays roles and enters groups. An agent is always assigned to a group and plays at least one role available in this group.

According to that, agents are all objects in a scenario and can interact with other objects. Interacting entities of the shopping process of section I are humans and the online shop. All of them will be represented by agents. As representative of a human, an agent plays the role of an internet user, visitor or customer. On the other hand the online shop consists of multiply agents, which represent products, sellers and the scoring process. They are all to be bound to special groups.

In contrast, a human representative agent can change from the internet into the online shop. It has also the capability to propagate through the online shop as indicated in figure 1. A part of this process is illustrated in figure 4. Transformed into the AGENTMAP model, the result is as shown in figure 5. Besides the agents one can see the internet and online shop.
groups. If an agent enters the online shop group, it will play the role of a visitor. The groups are the second major concept of the AGENTMAP model.

Definition 2 (Group): A group is a set of agents [18] and a non-empty set of roles [21]. Groups are not disjoint, that means, that agents and roles could be associated also to other groups. If an agent is part of a group, then it has to play at least one of the roles available in the group.

In addition a group may consist of sub groups, which are ordinary groups. The case, that one group is a sub group of itself is ruled out. A sub group features exactly one parent group. A group without a sub group will be named atomic.

A group describes a subject-specific aggregation/decomposition of agents to disassociate them from other agents. A possible subject-specific decomposition of the shopping process is to separate it into the internet, an online shop, a product choice, a scoring and a payment process. An online shop is a part of the internet and the product choice, the scoring and the payment process are parts of the online shop. So the sub groups of the online shop are closed and atomic. Each group owns subject-specific roles. According to that the visitor and product role will be associated to the product choice, the customer and seller role to the payment process, the scoring role to the scoring, the visitor role to the online shop and finally the internet user role to the internet. The internet and online shop groups are illustrated with their roles in figure 6 and extend figure 5. Roles are visualized by associated boxes. The role is the third major concept of the AGENTMAP model.

Definition 3 (Role): A role is an abstract representation of the behavior, the service or the identification of an agent inside one or more groups [18]. An agent can play multiple roles. A role that is associated with an agent could be assumed to be active or passive and is composed of a set of states (for example the knowledge or the properties of an agent). If an agent plays more than one role (active or passive), there can be (identical) states which are associated with more than one role. In such a case a state change in the one role may also trigger a state change in the other role [22]. Furthermore, a role can be a specialization of another, more general role. In this case a hierarchy of roles is established.

So a role serves as description of an agent’s behavior and...
knowledge in a group. The subject-specific association of the roles to the groups of the shopping process was explained. What is missing is a closer inspection of the possible cohesion of roles. From our perspective, two roles belong together if one role is a specialization of the other one. The roles of the shopping process, which belong together, are internet user, visitor and customer. This results in the fact, that a customer of an online shop is also a visitor and a visitor is also an internet user. So the customer role is a specialization of the visitor role and in turn the visitor role is a specialization of the internet user role. That is illustrated in figure 7.

A. Role change

Within the modeled shopping process, roles can be adopted, abandoned, or swapped by a human representing agent. The adoption, abandoning and swapping of a role is an elementary task of an agent in the AGENTMAP model. By applying these actions, it can accommodate itself to the group it wants to interact with. The interaction will be only practiced with active roles. Hence, it is possible that an agent plays its role active or passive. The currently adopted roles of an agent agent are defined by the set agent.roles and the current active roles are defined by the set agent.active. Its passive roles could be determined by the relative complement of the both sets (agent.roles \ agent.active). If an agent adopts, abandons or swaps a role, then it influences its current set of roles. The operations agent.adopt(Role R), agent.abandon(Role R) and agent.swap(Role R_in, Role R_out) perform role changes relating to the available set of roles. In analogy there exist two operations for the active or passive playing of a role: agent.assumeActive(Role R) and agent.assumePassive(Role R).

The operations involved and the need for role changes can be illustrated by inspecting the shopping process. The actions of an internet user in the process equate to those of figure 1 and are illustrated in figure 8 (highlighted text marks active roles).

B. Agent map

The interplay of roles, groups and agents defines the last major concept of the AGENTMAP model - the agent map. It models the aspect of a workflow within a scenario as an abstract concept.

Definition 4 (Agent Map): An agent map connects sub groups within a parent group with directed edges. An edge allows for the group change of an agent from the starting sub group to the ending sub group. The requirements and limitations of such a group change are specified by transition functions. A transition function is defined following an available edge. If a transition function is satisfied, then a group change is possible. If an agent changes into a non-atomic sub group, this group provides an agent map. Thereby the agent changes automatically into one of the start groups of the non-atomic sub group. A start group is a sub group of a parent group. In addition to start groups, a parent group also owns end groups. An agent can only leave the parent group from one of the end groups, if there is an edge between the parent group and another group with a valid associated transition function.

As a consequence, an agent map defines the interaction between agents of different groups. On the one hand, the interaction between agents of different groups is reduced to a group change. On the other hand, a group change is only possible between groups which are connected with an edge. Thus, the edge reflects the subject-specific workflow of a scenario. The description of the operational sequence of the example scenario defines the possible interaction sequence of an agent. An agent as visitor within the group online shop stands at the beginning in the atomic group product choice. So this group will be seen as start group of the agent map of the online shop (illustrated in figure 9). Inside the agent map of the online shop, the agent, as visitor, is able to change to the payment process group. There it can pay its products as a customer. Please note that there is a directed edge between the product choice and payment process groups. A customer can leave the payment process back to the product choice group, which causes a back edge. Also, leaving the online shop as visitor or customer is possible at any time. Hence, the product choice and payment process groups are end groups of the online shop. The scoring group of the online shop can only be reached by a seller agent from the payment process. It uses it to weight the customer. The weight gets the seller and returns to the payment process. So there exist two edges between those groups.

If there is an edge between two groups, then it is necessary to define at least one transition function.

Definition 5 (Transition Function): A transition function is a concept, which enables or disables the transition of an agent in relation to an edge. The nature of a transition function can be individual, but should consist of a set of rules and optionally a set of role changes and a set of arbitrary instructions.

Because of the fact, that a transition function can include every kind of instruction, it serves e.g. to create agents or to
Fig. 8: The use of the AGENTMAP model for the description of operational sequence of the shopping process

Fig. 9: The complete shopping process implemented as instance of the AGENTMAP model
execute role changes. Thus, there are defined moments for role changes.

Our understanding of the transition function will be illustrated by taking a look at the example of the shopping process. For optic reasons the focus lies on the transition function of the edge between the product choice and the payment process. For this edge, there exists a set of rules:

1) The payment process could only be started, if the shopping cart is filled.
2) The payment process could only be carried out with a customer.
3) Only a visitor can be a customer.
4) Every customer is associated to a seller.

These rules will be implemented with transition functions in the AGENTMAP model. A representation of an implementation in BPMN 2.0 is illustrated in figure 10. The transition functions of the other edges are explained in [20].

Transition functions are powerful tools to control the interactions within combined multi agent systems. It is now possible to conditionally guard the interaction between agents of different groups, providing for a set of stringent rules or leaving this process completely unguarded.

C. Conclusion

These restrictions to the interactions within a combined multi agent systems reflect the introduced Restriction Problem of section I and resolve this issue. Thereby the understanding of interactions becomes relatively simple and the model wins on acceptability. Associated cost during elaboration and training are reduced and influence the Complexity Problem positively. Because of the improved overview, group and role hierarchies also support traceability and reusability of such a model positively. It is now possible to reuse a group of one model in another model. It is also possible to replace a group with another group with the same properties (roles and transition functions). Altogether the AGENTMAP model now wins on understandability. We build on this property also during the modeling of complete scenarios, improving intuitive understanding. A good example is the fairly simple translation of the example scenario in an instance of the AGENTMAP model. Thus, this influences the Complexity Problem positively and leads us to the assumption that we could more or less solve it based on the presented mechanisms.

Likewise, the arrangement of interfaces with the AGENTMAP model becomes simple, because a group is defined exactly with its transition functions and roles. This solves the hard core of the Integration Problem.

Unsolved remain the Language and Definition Problem. However, we regard them now as rather technical problems related to the instantiation of a meta-model and its specific implementation.

III. AGGREGATED SIMULATIONS WITH THE AGENTMAP META-MODEL

The intention of the AGENTMAP model was to build a conceptual model to combine and reuse sub simulations. By mapping the simulations to multi agent systems, we have found the resulting meta-model. This solves or handles most of the identified problems satisfactorily.

An single instance of the model is understandable and intuitive. However, we have not yet discussed its usability during the combination of multiple simulations. Up to this moment we have only shown that it is possible to combine different multi agent systems. However, as a single simulation is represented by an atomic group with the associated roles and transition functions in the AGENTMAP model, it already defines the necessary interfaces of each sub simulation and the available possibilities for interaction.

To form a complete, aggregated simulation, an instance of the related AGENTMAP model is now utilized as the master-simulation, thereby defining the structure of the hierarchically interacting, atomic sub simulations. If an aggregated simulation terminates (i.e. that for a finite set of inputs there is a result in finite time [23]), then its result is simply given by the information protocoded during each run of the involved sub simulation.

The termination of the AGENTMAP model is out of the scope of this paper. However, it relates closely to the question of termination in agent-based simulations in general.

IV. STATE OF THE ART

The research domain of agents, multi agent systems and agent-based simulations is relatively young in contrast to other research areas. While in a short time quite a lot of results were published, literature also reflects the inconsistent use of the agent concept and its definition [5]. A survey of actual projects and application areas for agent-based simulations is provided by [24]. It explains also the application of agent-based simulations on business decision problems.

A strictly focused look at agent-based simulations and how to use them was published in the work of Fishwick [25] and Macal and North [26], [27]. The last provides also a tutorial on how to build your own agent-based simulations. A comparison with other simulation techniques was carried out by [3] and helps to decide, whether an agent-based simulation is the correct simulation technique to apply.

A summary of methodical approaches for the development of agent-based simulation offers [4] and introduces also a new methodology named Role-Play-Game. Another role-based methodical approach was established, as already mentioned, by Ferber and Gutknecht with the Agent/Group/Role meta-model [16]–[18]. Odell et al. added a dynamic role assignment [19] and a technical realization [21]. Normative organization models [28] have been recommend to restrict the interaction between agents [29]. But the models specifies only interaction protocols and the restriction is not intuitively. Altogether normative organization models are to mathematically and near on implementation to provide an intuitive modeling.

Another interesting model is the fundamental model of ISLANDER [30] the so called Electronic Institution introduced by [31]. The focus lies on the societal aspects of the agents and how they communicate together. Their implementations are not relevant. It sounds like the definition of an agent in the AGR model. Also there exists roles and scenes, which
are not so different from *groups*. Another parallelism to the *AGENTMAP* model is, that they define inter- and intra-scene interaction. But this model is also to mathematically be understandable for agent technology newcomers.

Complex role models were introduced in literature, together with the necessary algorithms to derive a class model from them [32]. As far as we are aware, group changes have been discussed only in form of migration processes in the context of *mobile agents* [6], [33] so far.

The *AGENTMAP* meta-model presented in this paper is, thus, a logical further step towards a methodical approach in multi agent system development, relating to and building on role-based agent approaches and the mobile agent concept. It also introduces a new application domain for agent-based systems by utilizing them as a backbone technology in the orchestration of distributed simulations.

V. CONCLUSION

We identified specific problems in combining atomic sub simulations into an aggregated master-simulation, see section I, and used this analysis to structure our approach. By encapsulation all simulations as an agent-based system, we managed to form a consistent view of the problem domain at hand. As a consequence, it was possible to reuse existing models to combine atomic agent-based systems (simulations) into multi agent systems (an aggregated master-simulation) by building on an *Agent/Group/Role* concept. As our main contribution we introduced the *AGENTMAP* meta-model, which restricts and guides the flow of necessary interactions via a so called agent map.

While derived from a life project and real needs, the *AGENTMAP* model is currently still a conceptual framework. It already enables abstract and realistic modeling, but lacks a full blown technical implementation that would yield an executable result.

There is also work left to formally verify the *AGENTMAP* model. However, based on the results in our project SimProgno, we believe the model could be a major contribution in the flexible and efficient combination of single simulations into a useful master-simulation. The results, as achieved in the ongoing project, indicate specific strength in managing interfaces, flow integration and intuitive modeling for the end user.
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